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N E W U B R LT E AN D M AX B R 1 P R O
NEW version of the MAX BR1 Pro

UBR LTE

Versatile Single Cellular Router with High Port Capacity

Unbreakable Connectivity Right Out of the Box

Affordable
The BR1 Pro features 4x GE
LAN ports to connect your
wired clients, and Wi-Fi LAN to
connect your wireless ones. All
this in a rugged DIN mount
compatible enclosure.
Fits Anywhere

Affordable Unbreakable Connectivity
The UBR LTE provides an all
-in-one WAN solution for
industrial deployments with
GE WAN, 4X GE LAN, and
2X LTE connectivity as well
as Peplink’s Speed-Fusion
SD-WAN bonding technology

New version has smaller enclosure at 5.1 x 4.3 x 1.6 inches, the
BR1 Pro can fit into tight spaces. It can also be mounted on DIN All-in-One SpeedFusion
rails from different angles, so it fits anywhere that the rails can be
Straight out of the box, the
installed.
UBR LTE provides unbreakMobile Ready
able
connectivity
with
PrimeCare, which includes
The BR1 Pro can accept power
SpeedFusion
functionality,
via a terminal block and is
FusionHub licenses, and
equipped with GPS. It also supbrowser-based
SD-WAN
ports Ignition Sense, enabling it
management with InControl 2. Comes with PrimeCare, making it
to power up or down depending
easy to set up SpeedFusion-powered networks.
on the vehicle’s ignition status.
Industrial Grade
 Affordable One-Device Network: 4x LAN ports and a/b/g/n Wi
DIN mounts and Molex power connectors let the UBR LTE inte-Fi.
grates seamlessly with your existing equipment racks. In addition,
 Mobile Ready: Terminal block power connection. GPS Track- the fanless, ruggedized chassis
ing for vehicular/maritime deployments. Supports ignition supports an extended operating
temperature range.
sense.



Easy Deployment: Drop in mode enables installation without
touching other devices. InControl 2 enables centralized device and network configuration. Use InControl 2 to manage
your whole network from any web browser



Failover from wired to LTE connections



One-device solution for networks with more clients.

Traffic Steering
Instantly recognize the application for each packet within a
SpeedFusion tunnel, then apply different technologies to the traffic depending on its application.
Click here for more information

North Carolina Local Government Information Systems Association (NCLGISA)
Preferred Communications will once again be attending the NCLGISA Symposium. It is being held in Wilmington, NC on May 20-22, 2020. Please stop by Booth #85 and speak to our Director of Business
Development, Mike Kirsch, about some of products and services as well as our complete product line. Be
sure to drop your business card at our booth for a chance to win a door prize. We are looking forward to
seeing you there!!!!! (Depending on the stay-at-home order of the Coronavirus)
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G E TAC I N - C AR - V I D E O AN D B W C S O L U T I O N
GETAC real time command provides your force with
the information and access you need to keep your
officers and communities safe. True control means
having access to the sensors and information you
need to make quick, informed decisions. Getac Real
Time Command allows your force to capture, record
and store digital evidence crucial to the case. All so
you can visualize and associate agency-unique and
mission-specific data and sensors in a clear, easy-totrack format. This puts the right information in your
hands so you can lead your force with actionable insights.

Getac Enterprise Data Management is one of the most
powerful backend video management tools in the industry. The highly scalable software provides dashboard overview, media management and remote management of all your Getac devices. And, Getac Enterprise was built to handle any type of digital document
or video.



Provides actionable information and imagery





Brings together silos of mission-critical information 

MEDIA SHARING



Integrates streaming video from body-worn and in 
-car cameras with other agency data and sensors

EVIDENCE MANAGEMENT



Integrates your sensory information into a secure,
compliant, digital locker

ADVANCED STANDARD FEATURES

Getac Enterprise Data Management allows law enforcement to quickly identify operationally relevant
information, alert responding personnel and receive
The Getac DVR connects officers and transmits video real-time information (including on-scene video) from
footage in real time back to Getac Real Time Com- the incident.
mand to ensure proper handling procedures and im-  VIDEO PLAYBACK
mediate situational assessments.
Getac Video Solutions, which is customizable and  REDACTION
integrates with your system, consists of body-worn
cameras, in-car and dash cameras, rugged displays,  CASES
and secure self-hosted or cloud-based devices to en-  AVL
sure your data is secure and easily accessible.
 ANALYTIC MAP
Features:








DASHBOARD / REPORTS / AUDIT LOGS



Full chain-of-custody tracking, including audit logs
of all activity



Completely browser-based solution

Facilitates leadership for in-the-field situations



Enhances operational response



Allows officers to share insight from one shift to

the next



Increases officer safety



GETAC ENTERPRISE DATA MANAGMENT

CUSTOMIZE
ALERTS

LIVE STREAM

COMMAND & CONTROL EVIDENCE MANAGEPushes alerts about important events happening MENT
now to leadership
 Supports complex retention policies
Pushes important BOLO information out to patrol
 Strongest role and permission-level security tools
in real time
in the industry
Allows Commanders to visualize the full scope of
 Robust categorization and search functionality
what’s happening
that begins at the time the video was recorded
Provides
and enables users to locate important video
Chiefs
and
quickly
Commanders
 Active Directory, RFID, CAD and RMS support
with real-time
situational
 SSL, encryption and hash-based verification
awareness



COMPREHENSIVE
EVIDENCE
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

LOCATION
MAPPING

GPS mapping, analytics and visualization features
No per-seat software licensing

Getac Cloud leverages the Microsoft Azure Government Cloud platform is a comprehensive, cloud-based
evidence management solution designed to handle all
types of digital assets including in-car video systems,
body-worn cameras, interview rooms, and other digital
devices.

The Getac Enterprise user interface is familiar, intuitive, and user-friendly. Our software takes advantage
of the spacious 5 touchscreen display and provides
large, easy-to-use buttons ideal for when speed and
accuracy count. Vital functions such as zoom, audio
inputs, incident classification, and video playback are Click here for more information
all easily.
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N E W B G AN E X P L O R E R 3 2 3
EXPLORER 323 is an ultra compact BGAN terminal 
for voice and data communication on-the-move, a
perfect match for PRISM PTT+. The one-piece system consists of a combined transceiver and switched 
beam antenna with integrated wifi. Whether you’re
engaged in humanitarian operations, cargo or rail
transportation, telemedicine or emergency services, 
you need easy deployable communication equipment
you can always rely on. Regardless of time or place.



“Global WIFI
Hotspot”

“Smartphone
Apps”

Simply place the terminal
on the roof - it is easily
mounted with optional

magnetic mounts - and
connect your phone to the

EXPLORER app or log
onto the wireless network with your PC to turn the
vehicle into a mobile communication hub. The beam
switching antenna is ultra compact and lightweight 
(just 3.6 kg / 7.9 lbs), ideal for vehicles or trains on-the
-move. It is designed for robust and durable use with
no moving parts.

Global WiFi hotspot with up to 200 Kbps Internet
speeds
Operates with all BGAN Internet service plans,
including BGAN M2M service.
Can be on the phone and Internet at the same
time.
Web interface for connectivity options, usage
logs, call logs, many other features!
Operates in very cold or very hot weather at -13°
F to +131°F | -25°C to +55°C
Compact design - 12.7" diameter 3.82 height
(.321 x .097 meter).
Use your iPhone or Android phone to make/
receive calls over BGAN (using a new satellite
phone #).

 SMS texting from your smart device including
BGAN offers mobile broadband connectivity wherever
iMessage on the iPhone.
you go at fixed pricing with no roaming fees. With the
EXPLORER 323 you know your cost of communica-  Hybrid cable for power also include Ethernet port
for hardware connections.
tion regardless of the number of borders you cross. As
an ultra-portable vehicular terminal, EXPLORER 323
is the first terminal with an Inmarsat Class 12 type  CD, GMPCS, FCC Approvals.
approval, enabling it to be used for both M2M and
traditional BGAN.
Click here for more information

INTRENSIC SKYDIO 2 DRONE
The Intrensic Skydio 2 has sophisticated sense-andavoid technology that allows for enhanced autonomous performance. With Intrensic and Skydio 2 you
have the confidence to
fly lower and perform
more detailed inspections. You can then
analyze all photos,
videos, and panoramas captured with the Skydio 2 drone to quickly assess any issues or changes that need to be made on
site.

“Pictures

Anywhere
Anytime”

Experience worry-free, high speed manual flight with
full obstacle avoidance in every direction. The unmatched obstacle avoidance in the Skydio Autonomy
Engine enables first responders fly everyday missions
with minimal training and more confidence.
Intrensic’s Integrated Digital Evidence Solution



Predictive Search



Multiple Evidence Sources



Full Case Creation and Management

The most advanced public safety drone on the planet. 
Skydio 2 is the easiest to fly, least likely to crash drone
on the planet and we’re proud to be building it right 
here in America. Alleviate concerns about foreign
manufacturer access to flight and other data logs by 
purchasing an American made drone.
Stunning 4K60 HDR video and 12MP HDR photos:
Skydio 2 features an all-new, best-in-class camera,
meticulously perfected
around Sony's IMX577
sensor and the Qualcomm
RedDragon™
QCS605, capable of 4K
video up to 60fps with
HDR. Skydio 2 also
features a dedicated photo mode for capturing 12MP
HDR photos for a variety of shooting options, including
single, interval and more.

Communication Ecosystem
Digital Sharing
Comprehensive Audit



Professional Redaction



6 x Navigation Cameras



Object Tracking and Identification



User-Selectable Subjects for Tracking



Onboard AI



3D World Model Update Rate

Click here for more information
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NEW ICOM BC-247

B E AM P T T D R I V E D O C K

ICOM has introduced a mobile
The DriveDOCK Extreme PTT Bundle (wireless or
mount for the IC-SAT100 Satellite
corded) solution provides a high quality transport inPTT Radio. The new solution comstallation using the Iridium Extreme® PTT Service.
prises of a heavy-duty BC-247
This bundle solution extends the power of the Extreme
cradle, an HM-222 fist mic and an
PTT Device to the palm of your hand, whether in or
AH-40 mag-mount antenna. The
out of a vehicle.
solution will be ideal for IC-SAT100
The Beam PTT Bundle (wireless or corded) is ideal for
users who wish to benefit from an
various applications such as Emergency Services,
in-vehicle mount and will be popular among public safety and humanitarian organiza- Commercial Transportation, Mining Industry, Defence
Government, no matter the type or size of operation,
tions.
you can depend on the Beam PTT Bundle to perform.
Docking station solution for the IC-SAT100 including
AH-40 mag-mounted external antenna and HM-222 The Beam Wireless Push-To-Talk Bundle unleashes
speaker microphone. The docking station charges the the power of your Beam Iridium PTT Docking Station,
IC-SAT100 and has an anti-theft function which can allowing wireless communication up to 500 metrigger an external horn when the radio is removed ters/1640 feet* away from its base. The enhanced
from the charger. This function can be deactivated voice resilience audio allows users to communicate
with a press of a button. The BC-247 comes supplied with clean clear audio allowing the user to be truly
with a DC cable, BC-242 multi-plug AC adapter and a mobile in every operational environment. The ability to
communicate away from your main unit significantly
cable adapter as standard.
enhances a safer and more secure work environment
Central to the mounting kit is the rugged BC-247 for everyone who carries a Beam PTT-W1A.
charging cradle within which the radio firmly clicks in
place, the radio is easily secured with the rubber re- KEY FEATURES
straining strap*. The HM-222 fist-mic is a speaker-mic • IP67 rating – waterproof handset only
so loud and clear audio is instant.
• Up to 500m/1640ft* handheld range from base unit
Installation of the mount is straightforward, its capable
of operation between 9V and 32V DC so use in a car, • AES 128 bit encryption
truck or even on a motorcycle is a straightforward ap• Enhanced clear audio quality#
plication with just one version for all.
The radio will also be charged while in the dock and • Talk around feature

“Delivering total
solutions”

there is a neat anti-theft function which can trigger an • Find MeTM Feature enabled
external horn when the radio is removed from the
charger. This function can be deactivated with a press • Compatible with Beam DriveDOCK Extreme
of a button.
• Phone mode supported**
The BC-247 charging cradle is supplied with a DC • Ability to amplify PTT audio via speaker
cable, a BC-242 multi-plug AC adapter, cable adapter,
AH-40 magnet-mount external antenna and a HM-222 • Universal left/right Extreme Dock mounting bracket
speaker microphone to complete the in-vehicle solu• Rugged mic/speaker handset
tion.
Click here for more information
Click here for more information

N E W P E P WAV E P D X ( P O R TA B L E )
Ruggedized Portable One-Device Cellular Connec- 
tivity

All weather: waterproof, wide temp range, good
for operations anywhere, indoor and outdoor



Portable, self-contained multi-cellular router.



Integrated battery, no need for constant access to
external power source.


Battery-powered: Instant connectivity, operates
up to 9 hours independently#



All antennas are integrated: cellular, GPS, Wi-Fi



Enclosure: IP55/IP65^, Temperature range -40C +45C



Certification: FCC, IC, CE,
7.7G Vibration resistance,
MIL-STD-810H
514.8E-1
Cat24, Verizon@, FirstNet%



All-in-one: All self-contained,
integrated units: battery, antennas, etc



Traffic Steering: Intelligently apply different
SpeedFusion technologies to different kinds of
traffic. Apply Hot Failover to ERP traffic while
applying WAN Smoothing to VoIP and Videoconferencing.

Click here for more information

We’re on the web!
www.satstar.com
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“Need to figure out
what I need?”
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND THE 2020 HURRICANE SEASON
As of right now COVID-19 is on everyone's mind everyday. But we can't forget about yet another hurricane season that is about to start soon. The weather experts have predicted a busy 2020 hurricane season in the Atlantic basin. They also predict above-average probability for major hurricanes making landfall. Hurricane season runs from June 1 to Nov 30.
So let’s not wait for a emergency to check your satellite communications equipment. You want to stay
connected with your family and friends and also your communities and business.
Here at Preferred communications we can provide you an emergency communications solution at your
fingertips. We have a variety of reliable data services, voice and SMS. We also have means to turn your
cell phone into a satellite phone.
If you already have your satellite phone or data equipment: please check your battery monthly and make
sure you have a spare. Also make sure your SIM card is active with plenty of minutes to ensure you do
not run out during an emergency call. It may take 24 hours to confirm activation. You want to make sure
you also have the current firmware version for your device. (See below for current firmware version).
If you need to make a test call, dial the numbers below:
Iridium— make a free test call from your Iridium satellite phone by dialing +1-480-752-5105
Inmarsat—make a free test call from your Inmarsat satellite phone by dialing +870-776-999-999
Globalstar— make free test call from your Globalstar satellite phone by dialing #TEST

“Get Your

Equipment
Checked”

For more information about satellite communications solutions please contact us by phone or email. We
will be glad to assist you in anyway we can.



Iridium 9555



Iridium 9575



Iridium GO!



Iriidum PTT



Globalstar 1700



Globalstar Spot X



Globalstar Sat-Fi2



Isatphone 2



iSavi

Firmware Updates Now Available for Presentations Iridium 9555, Iridium Extreme & Iridium Extreme
PTT
Links are here:
Iridium 9555 Upgrade Tool & Release Note (HT19002)
Iridium Extreme® Upgrade Tool & Release Note (HL19004)
Iridium Extreme® PTT Upgrade Tool & Release Note (HP19004)
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“Update Your
Firmware?”

